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Abstract

The most frequent used method for joining metal structures together is fusion welding. This
method has largely been developed by experiments, i.e. trial and error. The problem of
distortion, residual stresses and reduced strength of a structure in and around a welded joint are
a major concern of the welding industry, especially in the aerospace industry where safety and
economy are important issues.

The objective of this thesis is to develop and evaluate a method for introducing a moving heat
source into a FE-model. The heat source should be able to move along any general 3D curve.
The aim is to facilitate the simulation of welding for complex weld paths and geometries.

The basic idea is that the user defines the weld path in a CAD-program with the geometry as
basis, then information about the weld path is to be exported to a separate file. This file is
processed later in the FE-program by user-defined routines in order to create nodal heat input
corresponding to the weld for the finite element model.

The aim of this work has in general been fulfilled. The method for welding simulation that can
follow any general 3-D curve as welding path fulfils the expectations perfectly. In the whole
process of welding simulation there are a couple of things that must be added or corrected. One
of these things is that this model gives no feed-back or verification if the correct amount of
energy is given into the model. This may wary due to mesh and geometry changes. To be able
to do simulations with adequate results this must of course be attended to.

This simplification of the process of modelling welding will contribute to make simulations
more commonly used by the industry.
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1 Introduction

The most frequent used method for joining metal structures together is fusion welding. This
method has largely been developed by experiments, i.e. trial and error. The problem of
distortion, residual stresses and reduced strength of a structure in and around a welded joint are
a major concern of the welding industry, especially in the aerospace industry where safety and
economy are important issues. The development of welding procedures is done by experiments
and is based on the company’s and others experience in similar products. In the last fifteen
years, simulation of welding has become more and more common and hopefully it will
contribute to minimize both the number of “trials” and the errors. The rising computational
performance have contributed to this and also the development of faster and more sophisticated
FEM-codes. The reason why welding simulation requires great computer power is that it both
contains a transient lapse, when the metal in less of a second goes from room temperature to
molten state, and that the welding operation is performed under a relatively long time, a welding
operation can continue for hours.

1.1 Aim of work

The aim of this work is to facilitate the simulation of welding for complex weld paths and
geometries. So far welding simulations has mainly been performed for weld paths such as
straight lines and planar circles. These basic functions are not implemented in commercial finite
element programs. These kind of simulations must be supported by user-defined routines. A
method for welding simulation that can follow any general 3-D curve as welding path has been
developed in this work. The basic idea is that the user defines the welding path in a CAD-
program with the geometry as basis, then the welding path is to be exported to a file. This file
is processed by user-defined routines in order to create nodal heat input corresponding to the
weld for the finite element model, see figure 1.1. By making the welding simulation more
general hopefully it will contribute to make simulations more commonly used by the industry.

ResultsCAD FEM
User 

subroutines

Data file

Figure 1.1. Scheme over data flow.
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2 Heat input model and information needed

Two commercial programs have been used, the solid modeler I-DEAS is used to generate the
weld path and the FE analysis is performed by MARC. However, the basic ideas can be
implemented for other softwares also. With the specified programmes the data flow can be
described as in figure 2.1. The heat input model, which is described in this section, is formulated
in a local coordinate system. Therefore it is necessary to map the weld path to this local system.
A separate fortran program, transform, with it’s own interface has been added in order to create
data which I-DEAS could not supply. The task for the transform program is to calculate the
transformation matrices that will be used to determine position, direction and a local coordinate
system in each point along the weld path. Further explanations in this matter will be done in
chapter 3 “Generation of weld path”. This information is needed to be able to map the gauss
points to the heat source model. This program will be integrated into the “user subroutines” for
MARC in the future.

Results
User 

subroutines

Data file 1

Transform

Data file 2

Figure 2.1. Data flow with the specified programmes.
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2.1 Heat source model

The mathematical model for the volume flux, i.e. the energy, in the work piece can be described
as a double ellipse, given by Goldak et. al.  and shown in figure 2.2. The double ellipse
consists of two separate ellipses, one in the front quadrant and the other in the rear quadrant.
The hatched surface describe the one dimensional flux along the z-axis.

The variables  and  are geometrical constants as shown in figure 2.2. The geometrical
constants must be chosen so that the heat distribution describes the two most important zones
correctly, namely the FZ (Fusion Zone) and the HAZ (Heat Affected Zone), described in figure
2.3. There is no direct connection between the two zones and the a, b, c and f variables. Though
a first starting guess can be, if there are experimental values available, to set the variable a to
the same value as the FZ. To set the other variables experience and “trial and error” is the only
solution yet.

1[ ]

x

z

-y

b

a
Welding 
direction

cf

cr

Figure 2.2. Definition of double ellipsoid heat source.

a b c f, , cr

Figure 2.3. FZ and HAZ.
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Equations 2.1 and 2.2 describe the volume flux distribution. The power density distribution
inside the front quadrant becomes:

(2.1)

Similarly, for the rear quadrant of the source the power density distribution inside the ellipsoid
becomes:

(2.2)

In this model, the fractions  and  of the heat deposited in the front and rear quadrants are
needed, where

. (2.3)

To get continuity between the front and rear quadrants, that is when z=0, following condition
must be fulfilled:

(2.4)

Equation (2.3) inserted in eq. (2.4) gives:

(2.5)

and

(2.6)

The variable, Q is the energy input rate (W) and is dependent on the current (I) the voltage (U)
and the efficiency  as follows:

(2.7)
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The function of the ellipse will produce a heat input density for any x, y and z even though it
decreases rapidly when moving from the origin, see figure 2.4. To get a clear limitation of the
volume, i.e. a boundary surface, a “five percent limit” is set up. This means that if the power
density, q is lower than five percent of the top value then q will be set to zero. The top value of
q is reached when x, y and z equals zero. To compensate the five percent loss of Q a factor of
1.05 is added to the input Q in the program, see appendix 2 Heat flux formula and appendix 6
TRANSFORM.F for further information.

Figure 2.4. Surface plot of the heat input as function of x and z.
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3 Generation of weld path

To be able to map the heat source model along the predetermined weld path, the FE-program or
actually the user subroutines must know the weld arc’s position, direction and the local
coordinate system. A number of calculations and preparations must be performed before this
information can be obtained. In this chapter a description of how the weld path is created and a
short introduction of the mapping between the local and the global coordinate system will be
presented.

3.1 Weld path

The weld path is defined by n discrete points equally positioned along the curve. The x, y points
is created in I-DEAS, in appendix 18-21 manuals for creating the weld path are presented. It is
important that all the manuals are read and in chronological order, since a description or a
problem are presented only once. The semi curve is a copy or a “offset” of the welding path,
with the same number of points on it as on the welding path. The result is later written to file,
see appendix 3 Data file “info.dat” for a example. There are three points used to define a local
coordinate system, see figure 3.1. Two subsequent points on the weld path defines the welding
direction, . The vector,  is defined by a point on the semi curve and the base point on the
weld path. By taking the cross product of the two vectors  and  a third vector, is defined.
Taking the cross product again but this time with the and  vectors, then a local ortogonal
coordinate system is created that is defined by the ,  and  vectors.

wp : point n at the weld path
 = unit normal vector at point n, gives the welding direction.

(3.1)

where
(3.2)

sc : point n at the semi curve
 = unit normal vector at point n, spans the u-v plane together with the  vector.

(3.3)

u v
u v w

w u
u v w

u-v plane

v
u

w

Welding path

Semi curve

Corresponding
points

Figure 3.1. Welding path with vectors and points.

un
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(3.4)
 = unit normal vector at point n, gives the arc’s direction.

(3.5)

The direction of the arc can easily be modified with the parameter, α, see figure 3.2a and 3.2b.
Even if the direction of the arc handle is to be modified as the surface normal,  the α parameter
can come quite handy. It is not always the best way or even possible to create the semi curve
such that it spans the local coordinate system so that the -vector is coaxial with the arc’s
direction. By adjusting the α parameter the user is more free to place the semi curve. As seen in
figure 3.2b the α parameter rotates the coordinate system counter clock wise. The derivation of
the α parameter can be found in Anton & Rorres  and in appendix 13 PINNE.F.

∆l scn w pn–=

n

wn vn un×=

w

w

2[ ]

..

w’ w

u

v’

v

α

α

w

u

v

Figure 3.2b. Modification of
the arc’s direction.

Figure 3.2a. Local coordinate system on a plate, u is
the welding direction and w is the direction of the arc.
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Each gauss point in every element that is connected to the user subroutine FLUX.F will be
checked if it should be given any energy. In order to determine whether a gauss point is affected
by the heat input, a mapping between the temporary local and the global coordinate system has
to be done. In figure 3.3 it is shown how the tree gauss points, p1, p2 and p3 are mapped by
adding the transformation matrix corresponding to the point, u1. Here in this example it is only
point p3 that will receive energy from the heat flux formula. The other points, p1 and p2, are
placed outside the “five percent limit” and will therefore receive no energy.

x

-y

+

+

.

.

Mapping

p1

p1

p3

p3

p2

p2

Figure 3.3. Mapping of tree different gauss points from global to local coordinates.
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4 User routines for geometrical transformations and heat input

The coding in this work consists of two main programs, TRANSFORM.F and FLUX.F. They
are written in the language, FORTRAN77. The program TRANSFORM.F reads the data written
from I-DEAS, does some calculations and finally writes the information to file. FLUX.F uses
this information to map the FE entities to the geometrical properties. First the algoritm for
computing the information associated with the weld path is presented, chapter 4.1. The user
routines of the FE-code is then using this information for application of the heat source. These
user routines is presented in chapter 4.2.

4.1 Algoritm for computing information associated with weld path

The data flow for the geometrical computations is presented in figure 4.1. The program
TRANSFORM.F that is the main program reads data from the data file that was created in I-
DEAS. Thereafter TRANSFORM.F calls for a number of subroutines and finally writes to file,
i.e. two separate files, see appendix 6 TRANSFORM.F for more information about the program.
The FE data file is the file that MARC uses to get the geometrical information that is needed.
The CAD data file is created to give the user the opportunity to verify the geometrical properties
of the points, vectors and planes that is created. To be able to import the data in to I-DEAS a
program file has to be created. The program 3dpoint, made by Tony Parker , is a program
that from a text file creates a program file that is executable in I-DEAS, see appendix 16
3dpoint.c for further information about the program.

3[ ]

KRYSS.F

Data file

TRANSFORM.F

ROTLTG.F

CAD data file

FE data file

3dpoint.c

Figure 4.1. Flow scheme including I-DEAS and the programmes 3dpoint.c and
TRANSFORM.F with the subroutines and data files.
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4.2 User routines of FE-code for heat input

An overview of the user subroutines that MARC uses during a welding simulation are shown in
the flow scheme presented in figure 4.2. A short description of the subroutines are presented
below, for further information about the subroutines see appendix 5 ALFLUX.F.

• USDATA.F - This subroutine is called at the beginning of a simulation, it creates a common
block by reading the data file that the program TRANSFORM.F has written before. The
common block is visible and usable for all the subroutines.

• FLUX.F - This subroutine is the routine that MARC is calling for every iteration in every
time increment and for all the gauss points. FLUX.F calls for the routines mentioned below
in order of appearance.

• TRANSL.F - Translates the global coordinate to local for each gauss point.
• TRANSP.F - Takes the transpose of the generated coordinate vector.
• MATRISMULT.F - Multiplies the coordinate with the rotation-matrix.
• ALHEAT.F - ALHEAT.F are the subroutine that finally determines whether a gauss point

should be given any energy or not. This is done by mapping the gauss point that are trans-
formed to local coordinates to the heat source.

FLUX.F

TRANSL.F

TRANSP.F

MATRISMULT.F

ALHEAT.F

Start analys

Data file

USDATA.F

End analys

Time step
loop

TRANSFORM Initiation

Figure 4.2. Flow scheme including MARC and the user subroutines.
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5 Test cases

Some tests have been performed in order to verify the implementation. These cases verify the
functionality of the geometrical transformations and the parameters of the heat flux formula.
The agreement between simulations and experiments is not considered here.

5.1 Basic tests

First some basic tests on a cube were performed, they verify that the coordinate transformations
and the parameters of the heat flux formula are implemented correctly. The heat source is not
moving in this test. The result of the tests are presented in figure 5.1a-d and the parameters that
were used for the heat flux formula are presented in table 1.

Table 1: Variables for four different welding simulations on a cube.

Parameters Figure 5.1a Figure 5.1b Figure 5.1c Figure 5.1d

a (mm) 1 1 1 1

b (mm) 5 5 5 5

 (mm) 3 1 1 3

 (mm) 7 10 10 7

 (mm) 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.5

 (mm) 1.5 1.8 1.8 1.5

0 0 0 30

Q (W) 800 800 800 800

c f

cr

f f

f f

α deg( )
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• Figure 5.1a - A section of the heat source when z=0, i.e. the x-y plane, shows the effect of
the variables, a and b.

• Figure 5.1b - The section is now set at y=0 and consequently the x-z plane is shown. This
describes the affect of the a and c variables.

• Figure 5.1c - In this figure the section is the same as in figure 4.1a. The difference is that the
α-variable is set to  in stead of zero as it is in all the other cases.

• Figure 51.d - The final of the “cube tests” are the section when x=0, this gives a description
of the variables b and c.

30°

Figure 5.1c. Rotated heat input projected on
the front, .α 30°=

Figure 5.1a. Heat input projected on the
front of the cube.

Figure 5.1b. Heat input projected on the top
of the cube.

Figure 5.1d. Heat input projected on the
side of the cube.
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5.2 Plane plate

The motion of the source in a plane plate is the next case in the verification of the method, see
figure 5.2. In this case the movement of the heat source are tested. The dimensions of the plate
are 150x100x1.7 mm. Since the plate is symmetric only half of the plate has to be considered
which will reduce the computation time. The in data are presented in table 2. A complete
description of the method for creating the welding path can be found in appendix 18 Manual for
creating a weld path along a plane plate.

Table 2: Variables for welding simulation of
plane plate

a (mm) 2

b (mm) 2

 (mm) 1.5/3

 (mm) 0.6/1.4

 (deg) 0

Q (W) 630

No. elements 6899

No. nodes 12532

No. time inc. 800

CPU-time 2h 25min

f cr⁄

f f r⁄

α

Figure 5.2. Welding simulation of plane plate.
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5.3 Spiral weld around a pipe

Here a spiral weld around a pipe is to be performed. The length of the pipe are 200mm and the
diameter are 80mm. The in data are presented in table 3 and a complete description of the
method for creating the welding path can be found in appendix 19 Manual for creating a weld
path around a pipe.

Table 3: Variables for welding simulation of
spiral weld around a pipe

a (mm) 4

b (mm) 5

 (mm) 2/5

 (mm)
0.4/1.6

 (deg) 180

Q (W)63 1200

No. elements 4000

No. nodes 6150

No. time inc. 1800

CPU-time 5h 10min

φ

f cr⁄

f f r⁄

α

Figure 5.3. Spiral weld around a pipe.
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5.4 T-pipe

The final test in this work is the T-pipe. The T-pipe has a sinus shaped boundary line between
the two pipes. The diameter of the two pipes are 80/50mm and the thickness, t are 5mm. The
in data are presented in table 4 and a complete description of the method for creating the welding
path can also in this case be found in appendix 20 Manual for creating a weld path for a T-pipe.

Table 4: Variables for welding simulation of
T-pipe.

a (mm) 2

b (mm) 2

 (mm) 1.5/3

 (mm)
0.4/1.6

 (deg) 0

Q (W) 630

No. elements 3797

No. nodes 7876

No. time inc. 800

CPU-time 2h 57min

φ

f cr⁄

f f r⁄

α

Figure 5.4. welding simulation of T-pipe.
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6 Conclusion and future work

The main aim of this work was to develop a method that could be used to simulate the process
of welding for industrial applications. A method for welding simulation that can follow any
general 3-D curve as welding path was to be developed.

6.1 Conclusion

The aim of this work has in general been fulfilled. A method for welding simulation that can
generate any general 3-D curve to be a weld path has been completed.

The user subroutines for heat generation has also been completed. However there is no feed-
back for the obtained amount of energy. The heat input into the model can vary due to geometry
or mesh variations along the weld path. If the user routines could get this information from
MARC, then it wolud be straightforward to automaticaly change the variable for heat input so
that the correct energy is obtained.

By making the welding simulation more general hopefully it will contribute to make
simulations more commonly used by the industry.

6.2 Future work

The automatic adjustment of heat input mentioned previously will be incorporated.

Integrate the program that reads the data file from I-DEAS and calculates the transformation
matrices into the user subroutines in MARC. This will reduce and speed-up the number of steps
in the whole procedure and reduce the interfaces from three to two.

Another facility that would make the preparation easier and the calculations much faster is if the
elements that are considerable to get heat input from the heat source were “flagged”, i.e.
numbered in a way that makes it easy to select them, in I-DEAS. The gain to flag these elements
is that MARC doesn’t have to send the coordinates to the user subroutines with the following
calculations and so on for all the elements.
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Appendix 1 Coordinate transformation

One way to map a point in a local coordinate system to a global is to create a transformation
matrix. The transformation matrix can be separated into two matrices, one translation and one
rotation matrice. This is done just to easier keep track of what’s happening. The equation for
mapping a global point into a local coordinate system is given by:

(3.6)

Where K’ is the point described in local coordinates, E is the rotation matrix, K is the point in
global coordinates and T is the translation matrix. The rotation matrix E is defined as:

(3.7)

The components of E are the local vectors u, v and w, that is

:
: (3.8)
:

The derivation of matrix E, can be found in Hughes .

K '{ } E[ ] K{ } T[ ] K{ }+=
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x e3

x
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y e2
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y

e1
z e2
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z
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e1 2 3, ,
x v 1 2 3, ,( )

e1 2 3, ,
y

1 2 3, ,( ) E[ ]
v 1 1,( ) v 1 2,( ) v 1 3,( )

w 1 1,( ) w 1 2,( ) w 1 3,( )

u 1 1,( ) u 1 2,( ) u 1 3,( )

=
e1 2 3, ,

z u 1 2 3, ,( )
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Appendix 2 Heat flux formula

The heat input are here integrated analytical with infinity as limits. As expected, when
integrating over infinity the heat input equals Q.

(1)

Since

(2)

We obtain

(3)

q x y z, ,( ) 6 3 f xQ
e

3x2–

a2
-----------

e

3y2–

b2
-----------

e

3z2–

cx
2

-----------

⋅ ⋅
abcxπ 3 2⁄( )--------------------------------------------⋅ xd yd zd

∞–

∞
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0

∞

∫
0

∞
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2
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Appendix 3 data file “info.dat”

This is an example of a data file from I-DEAS. The information that is interesting are the “Point
Location”, i.e. the coordinates of the points that is created along the welding path.

Part Name      : Workbench_wireframe
Point Id       : 1
Color          : 8-YELLOW
Coord. System  : Local Cartesian
Point Location :  40.00000       5.588738D-16  -100.0000

Part Name      : Workbench_wireframe
Point Id       : 2
Color          : 8-YELLOW
Coord. System  : Local Cartesian
Point Location :  39.99695       0.5031350     -99.79980

Part Name      : Workbench_wireframe
Point Id       : 3
Color          : 8-YELLOW
Coord. System  : Local Cartesian
Point Location :  39.98753       1.006190      -99.59960

Part Name      : Workbench_wireframe
Point Id       : 4
Color          : 8-YELLOW
Coord. System  : Local Cartesian
Point Location :  39.97173       1.509085      -99.39940

Part Name      : Workbench_wireframe
Point Id       : 5
Color          : 8-YELLOW
Coord. System  : Local Cartesian
Point Location :  39.94957       2.011743      -99.19920

Part Name      : Workbench_wireframe
Point Id       : 6
Color          : 8-YELLOW
Coord. System  : Local Cartesian
Point Location :  39.92107       2.514083      -98.99900

Part Name      : Workbench_wireframe
Point Id       : 7
Color          : 8-YELLOW
Coord. System  : Local Cartesian
Point Location :  39.88624       3.016027      -98.79880

and the file continues ...
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Appendix 4 data file “alcommon”

In this data file a number of information is written, to be used in the user subroutines of MARC.
Below an explanation of the values row by row is done.

1. The total number of points along the weld path.
2. The heat input in (W)
3. The coordinates of the specific point
4. The x-component of the rotation matrix
5. The y-component of the rotation matrix
6. The z-component of the rotation matrix
7. The length that the arc has travelled along the weld path at this point

50
  0.1000000E+03
   0.247917E+02   0.119262E+01  -0.322160E+01
  0.5178788E+00  0.8549908E+00  0.2809036E-01
 -0.8340876E+00  0.4973775E+00  0.2385552E+00
 -0.1899859E+00  0.1469686E+00 -0.9706925E+00
  0.3232585E+01
          50
  0.1000000E+03
   0.241775E+02   0.166778E+01  -0.635993E+01
  0.5212263E+00  0.8527026E+00  0.3490581E-01
 -0.7963859E+00  0.4712844E+00  0.3790192E+00
 -0.3067318E+00  0.2253472E+00 -0.9247013E+00
  0.6465571E+01
          50
  0.1000000E+03
   0.231856E+02   0.239648E+01  -0.935008E+01
  0.5202522E+00  0.8535108E+00  0.2922119E-01
 -0.7472838E+00  0.4384034E+00  0.4993641E+00
 -0.4133908E+00  0.2816242E+00 -0.8658719E+00
  0.9699110E+01
          50
  0.1000000E+03
   0.218487E+02   0.330728E+01  -0.121504E+02
  0.5115370E+00  0.8591691E+00  0.1245671E-01
 -0.6906828E+00  0.4025099E+00  0.6007811E+00
 -0.5111449E+00  0.3159169E+00 -0.7992907E+00
  0.1293312E+02
          50

And the file continues ...
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Appendix 5 ALFLUX.F

*********************************************************************
**** Andreas Lundback Phone +46 920 72856 ****
**** Lulea University of Technology Fax   +46 920 99692  ****
**** Dept. of Computer Aided Design E-mail:anlu@cad.luth.se  ****
**** Sweden S-971 87 Lule          ****
**** Version: 1.0 Date: 2000-02-04                  ****
**** Revision: Date:                                  ****
*********************************************************************
**** This is a collection of user defined subroutines that  ****
****  MARC calls for at different times ****
*********************************************************************

*********************************************************************
** User subroutin that is initiated at the beginning of a simulation **
** The task for the routine is to read the alcommon file and there **
** after create a common block that can be made visible for all the **
** other subroutines  **
*********************************************************************
      SUBROUTINE usdata(KIN,KOU,IC)
      REAL*8 Q,Qprev,Qonsk,u1(10000,3),e1(10000,3),e2(10000,3),
     f     e3(10000,3),allength(10000),pi,aelips,belips,cf,cr,ff,fr,
     f     qxyzfivefront,qxyzfiverear,velocity,totallength
      INTEGER i,N
      COMMON/mydata/N,Q,Qprev,u1,e1,e2,e3,allength,pi,aelips,belips,
     f     cf,cr,ff,fr,qxyzfivefront,qxyzfiverear,velocity,totallength
     f     ,Qonsk
** The length of the common block "mydata" is currently "130015". This
** number is to be given to MARC

** Opens the file "alcommon" at the unit 66 for reading
      open(unit=66,file='/homes/anlu/marcrun/alcommon',status="old")

*********************************************************************
** N : total number of points along the weld path
** Q : not used
** u1 : origin of the local coordinate system
** e1 : matrix containing the unit vector that is the x-axis in the
**      local coordinate system
** e2 : matrix containing the unit vector that is the y-axis in the
**      local coordinate system
** e3 : matrix containing the unit vector that is the z-axis in the
**      local coordinate system
** e1-3 is used to create the rotation matrix
** allength : vector containing the length that the arc has travelled
**            for each specific point
** pi : the value of pi
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** aelips : the constant that determines the elliptic boundary on the
**          x-axis. The maximum total width of the ellipse on this
**          axis is 2*aelips
** belips : the constant that determines the elliptic boundary on the
**          y-axis. The maximum total width of the ellipse on this
**          axis is 2*belips
** cf : the constant that determines the elliptic boundary on the
**          z-axis when z>0. This is due to that the heat source model
**          contains of two "separate" ellipses
** cr : the same as "cf" but valid for z<0
** ff, fr : the fraction between the front and the rear ellipse
** qxyzfiverear, qxyzfivefront : the limit for qxyz when it is below 5%
**                               of the maximum of qxyz, normally:
**                               qxyzfiverear =  qxyzfivefront
** velocity : the welding velocity
** totallength : the total length of the weld path
**********************************************************************

** reads from the alcommon file and saves the data to proper variables
      DO 10 i=1,10000
        read(66,100,END=200) N
        read(66,110,END=200) Q
        read(66,120,END=200) u1(i,1),u1(i,2),u1(i,3)
        read(66,120,END=200) e1(i,1),e1(i,2),e1(i,3)
        read(66,120,END=200) e2(i,1),e2(i,2),e2(i,3)
        read(66,120,END=200) e3(i,1),e3(i,2),e3(i,3)
        read(66,110,END=200) allength(i)
 10   CONTINUE
 200  CONTINUE
      close(66)

** in this section the constants of the ellips is given in [m]
      pi=3.14159265
      aelips=0.001
      belips=0.005
      cf=0.003
      cr=0.007
      ff=0.5
      fr=1.5

**********************************************************************
** WARNING! the values of the constants must always be of the type real!
** This is done by putting a point (.) or a point zero (.0) behind the
** given value, see for example Qonsk below
**********************************************************************
** totallength in m and allength(N) in mm
      totallength=allength(N)*0.001

** determination of the velocity in [m/s]
      velocity=0.003
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** determination of the effect Q in [W]
      Qonsk=800.0

** satter Qprev initiellt till Qonsk
      Qprev=Qonsk

** calculates the peak value of qxyz [volume flux]
      qxyzfrontpeak=(6*sqrt(3.0)*ff*Qonsk/(aelips*belips*cf*pi*
     f     sqrt(pi)))
      qxyzrearpeak=(6*sqrt(3.0)*fr*Qonsk/(aelips*belips*cr*pi*
     f     sqrt(pi)))
** calculates the five percent limit of qxyzpeak
      qxyzfivefront=qxyzfrontpeak*0.05
      qxyzfiverear=qxyzrearpeak*0.05

 100  FORMAT(I20)
 110  FORMAT(E15.6)
 120  FORMAT(3E15.6)

      RETURN
      END

**********************************************************************
**** USER SUBROUTINE FOR ADJUSTING THE ENERGY INPUT RATE, Q **
**********************************************************************
*     SUBROUTINE ubgitr(inc,incsub,ncycle)
*     REAL*8 Q,Qprev,Qonsk,u1(10000,3),e1(10000,3),e2(10000,3),
*    f     e3(10000,3),allength(10000),pi,aelips,belips,cf,cr,ff,fr,
*    f     qxyzfivefront,qxyzfiverear,velocity,totallength
*     INTEGER i,N,ncycle
*     COMMON/mydata/N,Q,Qprev,u1,e1,e2,e3,allength,pi,aelips,belips,
*    f     cf,cr,ff,fr,qxyzfivefront,qxyzfiverear,velocity,totallength
*    f     ,Qonsk
**** THE FACTOR 1.05 IS ADDED TO COMPENSATE THE FIVE
**** PERCENT CUT-OFF LIMIT LATER IN THE PROGRAM
*     IF (ncycle.LE.0) THEN
*       Q=(Qonsk+(Qonsk-Qprev))*1.05
*       WRITE(6,*) '***** Q= ',Q
*       WRITE(6,*) '***** Qprev= ',Qprev
*       WRITE(6,*) '***** Qonsk= ',Qonsk
*       WRITE(6,*) '***** NCYCLE=', ncycle
*     ENDIF
*
*     RETURN
*     END
* NOT USED NOW !!!!!!
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*********************************************************************
****  user subroutine for non-uniform flux input.  *****
*********************************************************************
****  F            flux value  *****
****  temflu(1)    estimated temperature  *****
****  temflu(2)    previous volumetric flux  *****
****  temflu(3)    temperature at beginning of increment  *****
****  temflu(4,5,6)integration point coordinates  *****
****  mibody(1)    element number  *****
****  mibody(2)    flux type  *****
****  mibody(3)    integration point number  *****
****  velocity:    velocity of the arc  *****
****  time:        total wall clock time since simulation start  *****
****  pos:         the length that the arc has traveled along the curve *****
****  N:           total number of points  *****
****  length(N):   total curve length  *****
****  pointnr:     the number of the point on the welding path  *****
****                that was passed latest  *****
*********************************************************************
      subroutine flux(F,temflu,mibody,time)
      real*8 time,qxyz,Q,Qprev,F,pos,pi,aelips,belips,cf,cr,ff,fr,
     f     qxyzfivefront,qxyzfiverear,velocity,totallength,Qonsk,
     f     gaussRad(1,3),translvect(1,3),
     f     TLtG(3,3),
     f     gaussKol(3,1),u1(10000,3),e1(10000,3),
     f     e2(10000,3),e3(10000,3),allength(10000),temflu(6)
      integer pointnr,N,mibody(7)
      common/mydata/N,Q,Qprev,u1,e1,e2,e3,allength,pi,aelips,belips,
     f     cf,cr,ff,fr,qxyzfivefront,qxyzfiverear,velocity,totallength
     f     ,Qonsk

      Qprev=temflu(2)

*     IF (mibody(1).EQ.1) THEN
*       open(unit=67,file='/homes/anlu/marcrun/data',status="old")
*       WRITE(67,*) '** Temp= ',temflu(1)
*       WRITE(67,*) '** Qprev i flux= ',temflu(2)
*       WRITE(67,*) '** Elementnr.= ',mibody(1)
*       WRITE(67,*) '** Integrations pkt nr.= ',mibody(3)
*       WRITE(67,*) '** Volume flux= ', F
*       WRITE(67,*)
*       WRITE(67,*)
*     ENDIF

** Determines wich descrete point that is passed trough latest
      pos=(velocity*time)
      pointnr=(INT((pos*N)/totallength))
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** SETS THE VARIABLE POINTNR TO =1 IF IT IS =0
      IF (pointnr.LT.1) THEN
        pointnr=1
      ENDIF

** WHEN THE ARC HAS REACHED THE END, Q IS SET TO =0 TO ENABLE A
** COOLING PHASE ***** OBS CHECK HOW IT WORKS WITH THE REGULATOR
LATER
      IF (pointnr.EQ.N) THEN
        Q=0.0
      ENDIF

** renames the different variables
      gaussRad(1,1)=temflu(4)
      gaussRad(1,2)=temflu(5)
      gaussRad(1,3)=temflu(6)

      translvect(1,1)=-u1(pointnr,1)
      translvect(1,2)=-u1(pointnr,2)
      translvect(1,3)=-u1(pointnr,3)

      TLtG(1,1)=e1(pointnr,1)
      TLtG(1,2)=e1(pointnr,2)
      TLtG(1,3)=e1(pointnr,3)
      TLtG(2,1)=e2(pointnr,1)
      TLtG(2,2)=e2(pointnr,2)
      TLtG(2,3)=e2(pointnr,3)
      TLtG(3,1)=e3(pointnr,1)
      TLtG(3,2)=e3(pointnr,2)
      TLtG(3,3)=e3(pointnr,3)

** TRANSFORMATION OF THE GLOBAL GAUSSPOINTS GIVEN FROM MARC TO
LOCAL

      call transl(gaussRad,translvect,gaussRad)
      call transpRtK(gaussRad,gaussKol)
      call matrismult(TLtG,gaussKol,gaussKol)

** alheat is the routine that determines wether a gauss point should be given any
** heat input
      call alheat(gaussKol(1,1),gaussKol(2,1),gaussKol(3,1),F)

*     Q:          total energy applied on the workpice
*     a,b,cf,cr   ellpsoidal parameters (f:front r:rear)
*     ff,fr       heat input fractions
*     gauss( , )  koordinates of the gaussian points
*     F           heatflux at the specific point at that time step

      return
      end
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*********************************************************************
**** SUBROUTIN FOR DETERMINATION OF THE HEAT INPUT AT EACH **
**** GAUSS POINT **
*********************************************************************
      SUBROUTINE alheat(x,y,z,qxyz)
      REAL*8 x,y,z,aelips,belips,cf,cr,ff,fr,Q,Qprev,Qonsk,qxyz,qxyz1,
     f     pi,c,fraction,qxyzfivefront,qxyzfiverear,A,Ax,Ay,Az,
     f     u1(10000,3),e1(10000,3),e2(10000,3),e3(10000,3),
     f     gaussRad(10000,3),allength(10000)
      INTEGER N
      COMMON/mydata/N,Q,Qprev,u1,e1,e2,e3,allength,pi,aelips,belips,
     f     cf,cr,ff,fr,qxyzfivefront,qxyzfiverear,velocity,totallength
     f     ,Qonsk

** WARNING! check wich unit MARC uses
** converts the points given by MARC from mm to m
      x=x*0.001
      y=y*0.001
      z=z*0.001

** Loop that determines wether the point lies in the front or rear of
** the arc
      IF (z.GT.0) THEN
        c=cf
        fraction=ff
        fivepercent=qxyzfivefront
      ELSE
        c=cr
        fraction=fr
        fivepercent=qxyzfiverear
      ENDIF

** OBS flytta delar av berakningen av A till common blocket,
** ej Q, c, x, y, z och fraction som varieras

** Calculation of the volume flux for each Gauss point
      A=((6*SQRT(3.0)*fraction*Q)/(aelips*belips*c*pi*SQRT(pi)))
      Ax=(((-3)*(x**2))/(aelips**2))+0.00001
      Ay=(((-3)*(y**2))/(belips**2))+0.00001
      Az=(((-3)*(z**2))/(c**2))+0.00001

      qxyz1=A*EXP(Ax)*EXP(Ay)*EXP(Az)

** Loop that checks if the gauss point should be given any energy
** i.e. if qxyz is higher than 5% of the peak value of qxyz
      IF (qxyz1.GE.fivepercent) THEN
****  converts qxyz1 from [W/m^3] to [W/mm^3]
        qxyz1=qxyz1*1.0E-9
        qxyz=qxyz1
      ELSE
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        qxyz=0.0
      ENDIF

      RETURN
      END

*********************************************************************
**** Subroutine for multiplication of a matrix and a vector  ****
**** A must be a matrix, B and C kolumn vectors, A*B=C  ****
*********************************************************************
      SUBROUTINE matrismult(A,B,C)
      REAL*8 A(3,3),B(3,1),C(3,1)

      C(1,1)=A(1,1)*B(1,1)+A(1,2)*B(2,1)+A(1,3)*B(3,1)

      C(2,1)=A(2,1)*B(1,1)+A(2,2)*B(2,1)+A(2,3)*B(3,1)

      C(3,1)=A(3,1)*B(1,1)+A(3,2)*B(2,1)+A(3,3)*B(3,1)

      RETURN
      END

*********************************************************************
**** Subroutine for translation of the point, A with the  ****
**** vector B witch gives the point C  ****
*********************************************************************
      SUBROUTINE transl(AAA,BBB,CCC)
      REAL*8 AAA(1,3),BBB(1,3),CCC(1,3)

      CCC(1,1)=AAA(1,1)+BBB(1,1)
      CCC(1,2)=AAA(1,2)+BBB(1,2)
      CCC(1,3)=AAA(1,3)+BBB(1,3)

      RETURN
      END

*********************************************************************
**** Subroutine that transposes a row vector to a column vector  ****
**** A is the row vector, B is the column vector  ****
*********************************************************************
      SUBROUTINE transpRtK(AA,BB)
      REAL*8 AA(1,3),BB(3,1)

      BB(1,1)=AA(1,1)
      BB(2,1)=AA(1,2)
      BB(3,1)=AA(1,3)

      RETURN
      END
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Appendix 6 TRANSFORM.F

*********************************************************************
**** Andreas Lundback Phone +46 920 72856 ****
**** Luleå University of Technology Fax   +46 920 99692 ****
**** Dept. of Computer Aided Design E-mail:anlu@cad.luth.se ****
**** Sweden S-971 87 Lule ****
**** Version: 1.0 Date: 2000-02-02 ****
**** Revision: Date: ****
*********************************************************************
**** Main program for calculation of weld path data and additional ****
**** information needed ****
*********************************************************************

      logical gatill
      character*61 skrot,infil,utfil,kurvtyp
      real x,y,z,tol,avstand,langden,PI,tata,unorm,vnorm,wnorm,QQQ,
     f     A(10000,20),AA(10000,20),TLtG(3,3),TGtL(3,3),
     f     TPinneLtG(3,3),

     f     u(1,3),u1(1,3),u2(1,3),v(1,3),v1(1,3),w(1,3),w1(1,3),
     f     wprim(1,3),vprim(1,3),vprimLok(1,3),wprimLok(1,3),
     f     vprimLok2(1,3),wprimLok2(1,3),vGlobRad(1,3),wGlobRad(1,3),

     f     uTransp(3,1),vTransp(3,1),wTransp(3,1),uGlob(3,1),
     f     vGlob(3,1),wGlob(3,1),vprimTransp(3,1),wprimTransp(3,1),
     f     vprimLok1(3,1),wprimLok1(3,1)

      integer i,k,p,q,qq,r,s,tt,raknare1,raknare2,
     f     C(10000,5),dummy

** Asks the user for input data that is to be answerd
      write(*,*)
      write(*,*)
      write(*,*)’Specify indata file:’
      write(*,*)
      read(*,*)infil
      write(*,*)
      write(*,*)
      write(*,*)’Secify a name for the output file’
      write(*,*)’for visualizing in I-DEAS:’
      write(*,*)
      read(*,*)utfil
      write(*,*)
      write(*,*)
      write(*,*)’Is it a open or a closed curve’
      write(*,*)’that is to be modelled? Answer with: op or cl’
      write(*,*)
      read(*,*)kurvtyp
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      write(*,*)
      write(*,*)
      write(*,*)’Secify the tolerance when two points are considered’
      write(*,*)’to overlap each other.’
      write(*,*)’As a roule, set the tolerance to half of the nominal’
      write(*,*)’distance between the points.’
      write(*,*)’For example if the nominal length between the points’
      write(*,*)’is 1mm, chose 0.5 as the value of the tolerance.’
      write(*,*)
      read(*,*)tol
      write(*,*)
      write(*,*)’Specify the angle between the arc and the plane that’
      write(*,*)’the weld path and the semi curve spans. The angle’
      write(*,*)’is defined counter clock wise when looking in the’
      write(*,*)’welding direction’
      write(*,*)
      read(*,*)tata
      write(*,*)
      write(*,*)
*      write(*,*)’Ange den totala effekt som ska fordelas under’
*      write(*,*)’simuleringen i (W/m3):’
*      write(*,*)
*      read(*,*)QQQ
      write(*,*)
      write(*,*)
      QQQ=100

** Opens the, by the user specifyed file, “infil” for reading
      open(unit=10,file=infil,status=”old”)

** Opens the, by the user specifyed file, “utfil” for writing.
** The file, utfil, is the file that later can be used to
** regenerate the points in I-DEAS
      open(unit=11,file=utfil,status=”unknown”)

** Opens the file alcommon for writing. alcommon is the file that
** the user subroutines in the FE-code uses to get the geometrical
** information needed
      open(unit=12,file=’alcommon’,status=”unknown”)
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**********************************************************************

** Reads the information from the file “infil” and saves the data to
** the matrix, AA
      do 20 i=1,10000
        read(10,90,END=200)skrot
        read(10,90,END=200)skrot
        read(10,90,END=200)skrot
        read(10,90,END=200)skrot
        read(10,90,END=200)skrot
        read(10,100,END=200)x,y,z

        AA(i,1)=x
        AA(i,2)=y
        AA(i,3)=z
 20   continue
 200  continue

** Adjusts the counter i to the correct value, so that it can be
**  used later
      i=i-1

** Closes the indata file since it will not be used any more
      close (10)
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**********************************************************************

** Compares all the points from the indata file. If two points lies
** within the tolerance, tol, then one of them are removed from
** the matrix, AA and stored in matrix, C
      q=0
      k=0

      do 50 raknare1=1,i
        dummy=1
        do 60 raknare2=raknare1+1,i

** Calculates the distance, avstand, between the points
          avstand=(ABS(AA(raknare1,1)-AA(raknare2,1))+
     f         ABS(AA(raknare1,2)-AA(raknare2,2))+
     f         ABS(AA(raknare1,3)-AA(raknare2,3)))

** If the distance were less than the tolerance then the number of
**  the point is stored in matrix, C
          if (avstand.LT.tol) then
            k=k+1
            C(k,1)=raknare1
            dummy=0
            goto 55
          endif

 60     continue
 55     continue

** If the dummy were not set to zero the point will be saved into
** a new matrix, A, and a renumbering will also take place
** to get the points in numerical order
        if (dummy.EQ.1) then
          q=q+1
          A(q,1)=AA(raknare1,1)
          A(q,2)=AA(raknare1,2)
          A(q,3)=AA(raknare1,3)
        endif
 50   continue

** qq is the numerator that will keep track of how many points that
** passed through the tolerans
      qq=(q/2)
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**********************************************************************

      PI=3.14159265
      tata=tata*PI/180
      gatill=.false.

** The values of A is allotted to different variables
      do 30 r=1,qq
        tt=(r+1)
        s=(r+qq)

** Loop that determines wether the curve is of open type or not.
** An open curve is a curve where the startpoint and
** the endpoint not is connected
        if (kurvtyp.EQ.’op’) then

** u1 = origin of the local coordinate system
** v1 = the “corresponding point” on the “semi curve”
** u2 = the (n+1) point along the weld path
          u1(1,1)=A(r,1)
          u1(1,2)=A(r,2)
          u1(1,3)=A(r,3)
          v1(1,1)=A(s,1)
          v1(1,2)=A(s,2)
          v1(1,3)=A(s,3)

          if (r.LT.qq) then
            u2(1,1)=A(tt,1)
            u2(1,2)=A(tt,2)
            u2(1,3)=A(tt,3)
          else

** Extrapolates the direction of the vector, u, when the arc have
** reached the end point (u1) This means that the point, u2,
** have to be “extrapolated” also, witch is done below
            u2(1,1)=((A(r,1)-A((r-1),1))+A(r,1))
            u2(1,2)=((A(r,2)-A((r-1),2))+A(r,2))
            u2(1,3)=((A(r,3)-A((r-1),3))+A(r,3))
          endif

** If the curvetype is of closed type then this will happen ...
        elseif (kurvtyp.EQ.’cl’) then
          u1(1,1)=A(r,1)
          u1(1,2)=A(r,2)
          u1(1,3)=A(r,3)
          v1(1,1)=A(s,1)
          v1(1,2)=A(s,2)
          v1(1,3)=A(s,3)
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          if (r.LT.qq) then
            u2(1,1)=A(tt,1)
            u2(1,2)=A(tt,2)
            u2(1,3)=A(tt,3)
          else

** for a closed curve there is no need for extrapolation, just use
** the startpoint as the u2-point as done below
            u2(1,1)=A(1,1)
            u2(1,2)=A(1,2)
            u2(1,3)=A(1,3)
          endif

** If the user has not entered “op” or “cl” as input for curvetype
** then the program will fail and a error message will be shown,
** see statement 51 at the end of the program
        else
          gatill=.true.
          goto 51
        endif
**********************************************************************

** Calls for a number of subroutines, see the comments for each routine
** for further information

** kryss4 : Subroutine that defines a local ortonormal coordinat system
** based on the three in data points u1, u2 and v1, i.e. the vectors
** u and v.
        call kryss4(u1,u2,v1,w1,u,v,w,unorm,vnorm,wnorm)

** Subroutine that transposes a row vector to a column vector
** u is the row vector, uTransp is the column vector
        call transpRtK4(u,uTransp)

        call transpRtK4(v,vTransp)

        call transpRtK4(w,wTransp)

** Subroutine that creates a matrix that is later used for rotation
** of the local coordinate system to the global system
        call rotLtG4(u,v,w,TLtG)

        call rotGtL4(u,v,w,TGtL)
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** Subroutine for multiplication of a matrix and a vector. TLtG must
** be a matrix, uTransp and uGlob kolumn vectors, TLtG*uTransp=uGlob
        call matrismult4(TLtG,uTransp,uGlob)

        call matrismult4(TLtG,vTransp,vGlob)

        call matrismult4(TLtG,wTransp,wGlob)

        call transpKtR4(vGlob,vGlobRad)

        call transpKtR4(wGlob,wGlobRad)

** Subroutine for rotation of the local coordinate system in thev-w plane.
** This is done to match the line of action for the welding arc
** The angle “tata” rotates the coordinate system counter-clockwise for
** positive tata when looking in the welding direction.
        call pinne4(vGlobRad,wGlobRad,u1,vprim,wprim,tata)

        call transpRtK4(vprim,vprimTransp)

        call transpRtK4(wprim,wprimTransp)

        call matrismult4(TGtL,vprimTransp,vprimLok1)

        call matrismult4(TGtL,wprimTransp,wprimLok1)

        call transpKtR4(vprimLok1,vprimLok2)

        call transpKtR4(wprimLok1,wprimLok2)

** Subroutine for translation of the point, vprimLok2 with the vector, u1
** witch gives the point vprimLok
        call transl4(vprimLok2,u1,vprimLok)

        call transl4(wprimLok2,u1,wprimLok)

** Subroutine for calculation of the total length of the weld path
        call langd4(u1,u2,langden)

        call rotLtG4(u,vprimLok2,wprimLok2,TPinneLtG)

**********************************************************************
** Writes the variables to the file “alcommon”
        write(12,36) qq
        write(12,34) QQQ
        write(12,35) u1(1,1),u1(1,2),u1(1,3)
        write(12,33) TPinneLtG(1,1),TPinneLtG(1,2),TPinneLtG(1,3)
        write(12,33) TPinneLtG(2,1),TPinneLtG(2,2),TPinneLtG(2,3)
        write(12,33) TPinneLtG(3,1),TPinneLtG(3,2),TPinneLtG(3,3)
        write(12,34) langden
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**********************************************************************
** Writes the variables to the file “utfil”
        write(11,33) (u1(1,p),p=1,3)
        write(11,33) ((u(1,p)+u1(1,p)),p=1,3)
        write(11,33) ((v(1,p)+u1(1,p)),p=1,3)
        write(11,33) ((w(1,p)+u1(1,p)),p=1,3)
        write(11,33) (vprimLok(1,p),p=1,3)
        write(11,33) (wprimLok(1,p),p=1,3)
        write(11,33) (uGlob(p,1),p=1,3)
        write(11,33) (vGlob(p,1),p=1,3)
        write(11,33) (wGlob(p,1),p=1,3)

 33     format(3E)
 34     format(E)
 35     format(3E15.6)
 36     format(I)

 30   continue
      close(10)
      close(11)
      close(12)

**********************************************************************
** Makes a number of outprints on the screen
      write(*,*)
      write(*,*)
      write(*,340) (‘*’,m=1,40)
      write(*,350) ‘***’,’TRANSFORM’,’***’
      write(*,340) (‘*’,m=1,40)
      write(*,330) ‘*’,’*’
      write(*,330) ‘*’,’*’
      write(*,360) ‘*’,i,’ points is read from the file: ‘,’*’
      write(*,362) ‘*’,infil,’*’
      write(*,330) ‘*’,’*’
      write(*,380) ‘*’,’The total lengt of the curve is ‘,’*’
      write(*,320) ‘*’,langden,’mm’,’*’
      write(*,330) ‘*’,’*’
      write(*,361) ‘*’,k,’ points lies with in the tolerance’,’*’
      write(*,300) ‘*’,’when the tolerance is set to ‘,tol,’mm’,’*’
      write(*,330) ‘*’,’*’
      IF (k.NE.0) THEN
        write(*,321) ‘*’,’Following points is not concidered in’,’*’
        write(*,380) ‘*’,’the calculation:’,’*’
        write(*,330) ‘*’,’*’
        write(*,310) (‘*’,C(n,1),’*’, n=1,k)
        write(*,330) ‘*’,’*’
      ENDIF
      write(*,330) ‘*’,’*’
      write(*,370) ‘*’,’Consequently’,q/2,’ points is written’,’*’
      write(*,380) ‘*’,’to the file: alcommon’,’*’
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      write(*,330) ‘*’,’*’
      write(*,370) ‘*’,’And’,q,’ points is written to the’,’*’
      write(*,363) ‘*’,’file:’,utfil,’*’
      write(*,380) ‘*’,’to be visualized in I-DEAS’,’*’
      write(*,330) ‘*’,’*’
      write(*,330) ‘*’,’*’
      write(*,340) (‘*’,m=1,40)
      write(*,340) (‘*’,m=1,40)
      write(*,*)
      write(*,*)

 70   format(I,3E)
 80   format(3E)
 90   format(A61)
 100  format(TR17,3E15.6)
* 110  format(3E16.8,TR1,I4)
* 120  format(1A,3E16.8,A,A,E16.8)

 300  format(T5,A,TR2,A,F4.2,A,T44,A)
 310  format(T5,A,TR6,I,T44,A)
 320  format(T5,A,TR2,F5.1,A,T44,A)
 321  format(T5,A,TR2,A,T44,A)
 330  format(T5,A,T44,A)
 340  format(T5,40A)
 350  format(T5,A,T18,A,T42,A)
 360  format(T5,A,I5,A,T44,A)
 362  format(T5,A,TR2,A,T44,A)
 363  format(T5,A,TR2,A,TR1,A,T44,A)
 361  format(T5,A,I3,A,T44,A)
 364  format(T5,A,TR2,I5,A,T44,A)
 370  format(T5,A,TR2,A,I5,A,T44,A)
 380  format(T5,A,TR2,A,T44,A)

** Error message if the wrong answer for “kurvtyp” was given
 51   continue
      if (gatill) then
      write(*,*)
      write(*,*)
      write(*,*) ‘  ********* Wrong input for KURVTYP! *******’
      write(*,*) ‘  ******* the value must be: cl or op! *******’
      write(*,*)
      write(*,*)
      endif

      end
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Appendix 7 KRYSS4.F

*********************************************************************
**** Andreas Lundback Phone +46 920 72856 ****
**** Luleå University of Technology Fax   +46 920 99692 ****
**** Dept. of Computer Aided Design E-mail:anlu@cad.luth.se ****
**** Sweden S-971 87 Lule ****
**** Version: 1.0 Date: 2000-02-02 ****
**** Revision: Date: ****
*********************************************************************
**** Subroutine that defines a local ortonormal coordinat system based on  ****
**** the three in data points u1, u2 and v1, i.e. the vectors  and . ****
*********************************************************************

      SUBROUTINE kryss4(u1,u2,v1,w1,u,v,w,unorm,vnorm,wnorm)
      REAL u1(1,1:3),u2(1,1:3),v1(1,1:3),w1(1,1:3),u(1,1:3),v(1,1:3),
     f     w(1,1:3),unorm,vnorm,wnorm

** Calculation of the vectors  and , u1=the location of the local origin in global coordinates
** u2=the (n+1) point along the weld path
** v1=the “corresponding point” on the “semi curve”
      u(1,1)=(u2(1,1)-u1(1,1))
      u(1,2)=(u2(1,2)-u1(1,2))
      u(1,3)=(u2(1,3)-u1(1,3))

      v(1,1)=(v1(1,1)-u1(1,1))
      v(1,2)=(v1(1,2)-u1(1,2))
      v(1,3)=(v1(1,3)-u1(1,3))

** Calculation of the vector , by taking the cross product of and
      w(1,1)=(u(1,3)*v(1,2)-u(1,2)*v(1,3))
      w(1,2)=-(u(1,3)*v(1,1)-u(1,1)*v(1,3))
      w(1,3)=(u(1,2)*v(1,1)-u(1,1)*v(1,2))

** Recalculation of the vector . This is done to get a ortogonal coordinate system.
** By taking the cross product of  and  this is achived
      v(1,1)=(u(1,2)*w(1,3)-u(1,3)*w(1,2))
      v(1,2)=-(u(1,1)*w(1,3)-u(1,3)*w(1,1))
      v(1,3)=(u(1,1)*w(1,2)-u(1,2)*w(1,1))

** Calculation of the vectors normal
** THE DISTORSION 0.0001 IS ADDED IN CASE THE *NORM EQUALS CERO
      unorm=(SQRT(u(1,1)**2+u(1,2)**2+u(1,3)**2)+0.0001)
      vnorm=(SQRT(v(1,1)**2+v(1,2)**2+v(1,3)**2)+0.0001)
      wnorm=(SQRT(w(1,1)**2+w(1,2)**2+w(1,3)**2)+0.0001)

u v

u v

w u v

v
u w
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** By dividing with the norm of the vector a vector with one unit as length is achived
      u(1,1)=(u(1,1)/unorm)
      u(1,2)=(u(1,2)/unorm)
      u(1,3)=(u(1,3)/unorm)

      v(1,1)=(v(1,1)/vnorm)
      v(1,2)=(v(1,2)/vnorm)
      v(1,3)=(v(1,3)/vnorm)

      w(1,1)=(w(1,1)/wnorm)
      w(1,2)=(w(1,2)/wnorm)
      w(1,3)=(w(1,3)/wnorm)

** w1 is the vector from the global origin to the point w, this vector is not
** used for anything yet. The transformation of the local coordinate system
** to the global system is done by the u1 vector.
      w1(1,1)=w(1,1)+u1(1,1)
      w1(1,2)=w(1,2)+u1(1,2)
      w1(1,3)=w(1,3)+u1(1,3)

      RETURN
      END
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Appendix 8 TRANSPRTK4.F

*********************************************************************
**** Andreas Lundback Phone +46 920 72856 ****
**** Luleå University of Technology Fax   +46 920 99692 ****
**** Dept. of Computer Aided Design E-mail:anlu@cad.luth.se ****
**** Sweden S-971 87 Lule ****
**** Version: 1.0 Date: 2000-02-02 ****
**** Revision: Date: ****
*********************************************************************
**** Subroutine that transposes a row vector to a column vector ****
**** A is the row vector, B is the column vector ****
*********************************************************************

      SUBROUTINE transpRtK4(A,B)
      REAL A(1,3),B(3,1)

      B(1,1)=A(1,1)
      B(2,1)=A(1,2)
      B(3,1)=A(1,3)

      RETURN
      END
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Appendix 9 TRANSPKTR4.F

*********************************************************************
**** Andreas Lundback Phone +46 920 72856 ****
**** Luleå University of Technology Fax   +46 920 99692 ****
**** Dept. of Computer Aided Design E-mail:anlu@cad.luth.se ****
**** Sweden S-971 87 Lule ****
**** Version: 1.0 Date: 2000-02-02 ****
**** Revision: Date: ****
*********************************************************************
**** Subroutine that transposes a column vector to a row vector ****
**** A is the column vector, B is the row vector ****
*********************************************************************

      SUBROUTINE transpKtR4(A,B)
      REAL A(3,1),B(1,3)

      B(1,1)=A(1,1)
      B(1,2)=A(2,1)
      B(1,3)=A(3,1)

      RETURN
      END
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Appendix 10 ROTLTG4.F

*********************************************************************
**** Andreas Lundback Phone +46 920 72856 ****
**** Luleå University of Technology Fax   +46 920 99692 ****
**** Dept. of Computer Aided Design E-mail:anlu@cad.luth.se ****
**** Sweden S-971 87 Lule ****
**** Version: 1.0 Date: 2000-02-02 ****
**** Revision: Date: ****
*********************************************************************
**** Subroutine that creates a matrix that is later used for rotation of the ****
**** local coordinate system to the global system ****
*********************************************************************

      SUBROUTINE rotLtG4(u,v,w,T)
      REAL u(1,3),v(1,3),w(1,3),T(3,3)

** ,  and  is the local unit vectors that were created in the subroutine KRYSS4.F
** The derivation of T can be found in Hughes .
      T(1,1)=v(1,1)
      T(1,2)=v(1,2)
      T(1,3)=v(1,3)

      T(2,1)=w(1,1)
      T(2,2)=w(1,2)
      T(2,3)=w(1,3)

      T(3,1)=u(1,1)
      T(3,2)=u(1,2)
      T(3,3)=u(1,3)

      RETURN
      END

v w u
2[ ]
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Appendix 11 ROTGTL4.F

*********************************************************************
**** Andreas Lundback Phone +46 920 72856 ****
**** Luleå University of Technology Fax   +46 920 99692 ****
**** Dept. of Computer Aided Design E-mail:anlu@cad.luth.se ****
**** Sweden S-971 87 Lule ****
**** Version: 1.0 Date: 2000-02-02 ****
**** Revision: Date: ****
*********************************************************************
**** Subroutine that creates a matrix that is later used for rotation of the ****
**** global coordinate system to the local system. This is a mirror to ****
**** ROTLTG4.F, just notice the difference at the index of T(*,*) ****
*********************************************************************

      SUBROUTINE rotGtL4(u,v,w,T)
      REAL u(1,3),v(1,3),w(1,3),T(3,3)

      T(1,1)=v(1,1)
      T(2,1)=v(1,2)
      T(3,1)=v(1,3)

      T(1,2)=w(1,1)
      T(2,2)=w(1,2)
      T(3,2)=w(1,3)

      T(1,3)=u(1,1)
      T(2,3)=u(1,2)
      T(3,3)=u(1,3)

      RETURN
      END
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Appendix 12 MATRISMULT4.F

*********************************************************************
**** Andreas Lundback Phone +46 920 72856 ****
**** Luleå University of Technology Fax   +46 920 99692 ****
**** Dept. of Computer Aided Design E-mail:anlu@cad.luth.se ****
**** Sweden S-971 87 Lule ****
**** Version: 1.0 Date: 2000-02-02 ****
**** Revision: Date: ****
*********************************************************************
**** Subroutine for multiplication of a matrix and a vector ****
**** A must be a matrix, B and C kolumn vectors, A*B=C ****
*********************************************************************

      SUBROUTINE matrismult4(A,B,C)
      REAL A(3,3),B(3,1),C(3,1)

** A = input matrix
** B = input vector
** C = output vector

      C(1,1)=A(1,1)*B(1,1)+A(1,2)*B(2,1)+A(1,3)*B(3,1)

      C(2,1)=A(2,1)*B(1,1)+A(2,2)*B(2,1)+A(2,3)*B(3,1)

      C(3,1)=A(3,1)*B(1,1)+A(3,2)*B(2,1)+A(3,3)*B(3,1)

      RETURN
      END
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Appendix 13 PINNE4.F

*********************************************************************
**** Andreas Lundback Phone +46 920 72856 ****
**** Luleå University of Technology Fax   +46 920 99692 ****
**** Dept. of Computer Aided Design E-mail:anlu@cad.luth.se ****
**** Sweden S-971 87 Lule ****
**** Version: 1.0 Date: 2000-02-02 ****
**** Revision: Date: ****
*********************************************************************
**** Subroutine for rotation of the local coordinate system in the ****
**** v-w plane. ****
**** This is done to match the line of action for the welding arc ****
**** The angle “tata” rotates the coordinate system counter-clockwise for ****
**** positive tata when looking in the welding direction. ****
*********************************************************************

      SUBROUTINE pinne4(v,w,u1,vprim,wprim,tata)
      REAL vprim(1,3),v(1,3),wprim(1,3),w(1,3),tata,normvprim,
     f     normwprim,u1(1,3)

** v = x-axis in the local coordinate system
** w = y-axis in the local coordinate system
** u1 = translation vector (not used here)
** vprim = the rotated x-axis
** wprim = the rotated y-axis
** tata = the angle of rotation in degrees
** Rotates the “vprim” and “wprim” axes in the x and y directions, the z axis is constant
      vprim(1,1)=(v(1,1)*COS(tata)-v(1,2)*SIN(tata))
      vprim(1,2)=(v(1,1)*SIN(tata)+v(1,2)*COS(tata))
      vprim(1,3)=v(1,3)
      wprim(1,1)=(w(1,1)*COS(tata)-w(1,2)*SIN(tata))
      wprim(1,2)=(w(1,1)*SIN(tata)+w(1,2)*COS(tata))
      wprim(1,3)=w(1,3)

** Calculates the normal to the axes
      normvprim=SQRT(vprim(1,1)**2+vprim(1,2)**2+vprim(1,3)**2)
      normwprim=SQRT(wprim(1,1)**2+wprim(1,2)**2+wprim(1,3)**2)

** Normalizes the axes
      vprim(1,1)=vprim(1,1)/normvprim
      vprim(1,2)=vprim(1,2)/normvprim
      vprim(1,3)=vprim(1,3)/normvprim
      wprim(1,1)=wprim(1,1)/normwprim
      wprim(1,2)=wprim(1,2)/normwprim
      wprim(1,3)=wprim(1,3)/normwprim

      RETURN
      END
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Appendix 14 TRANSL4.F

*********************************************************************
**** Andreas Lundback Phone +46 920 72856 ****
**** Luleå University of Technology Fax   +46 920 99692 ****
**** Dept. of Computer Aided Design E-mail:anlu@cad.luth.se ****
**** Sweden S-971 87 Lule ****
**** Version: 1.0 Date: 2000-02-02 ****
**** Revision: Date: ****
*********************************************************************
**** Subroutine for translation of the point, A with the vector B witch ****
**** gives the point C ****
*********************************************************************

      SUBROUTINE transl4(A,B,C)
      REAL A(1,3),B(1,3),C(1,3)

** A = initial (row) point
** B = translation (row) vector
** C = output (row) vector

      C(1,1)=A(1,1)+B(1,1)
      C(1,2)=A(1,2)+B(1,2)
      C(1,3)=A(1,3)+B(1,3)

      RETURN
      END
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Appendix 15 LANGD4.F

*********************************************************************
**** Andreas Lundback Phone +46 920 72856 ****
**** Luleå University of Technology Fax   +46 920 99692 ****
**** Dept. of Computer Aided Design E-mail:anlu@cad.luth.se ****
**** Sweden S-971 87 Lule ****
**** Version: 1.0 Date: 2000-02-02 ****
**** Revision: Date: ****
*********************************************************************
**** Subroutine for calculation of the total length of the weld path ****
*********************************************************************

      SUBROUTINE langd4(u1,u2,langden)
      REAL u1(1,3),u2(1,3),dla,la,langden,u(1,3)

** u1 = the descrete point where the arc is positioned at the current time, (in other
** applications also referred as the translation vector)
** u2 = the next descrete point to come along the weld path
** langden = the length that the arc have traveled at the specific time. When the last
** time step is taken, then langden equals the total curv length of the weld path

** Creates a vector,  between the two points
      u(1,1)=(u2(1,1)-u1(1,1))
      u(1,2)=(u2(1,2)-u1(1,2))
      u(1,3)=(u2(1,3)-u1(1,3))

** Calculates the norm of the  vector, i.e. the distance between the two points
      dla=SQRT(u(1,1)**2+u(1,2)**2+u(1,3)**2)

** Summs up the partial distances
      la=dla+la

** Subtracts the last contribution to the variable, langden to get the correct final length.
      langden=la-dla

      RETURN
      END

u

u
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Appendix 16 3dpoint.c

Programmer:  Tony Parker
                     Fermilab
                     P.O. Box 500  M.S.340
                     Batavia, Il. 60510
             Phone: 708-840-4476
            E-Mail: parker@adms20.fnal.gov awparker@fnal.fnal.gov
           Program: 3DPOINT.C
              Type: Interactive
          Language: ANSI C
       Description: Reads an input file containing lines of
                    3 space separated data fields each.
                    Format is:
                    1 double x coord. of point
                    2 double y coord. of point
                    3 double z coord. of point
                    Ouputs an Ideas MS 1.3 program file that will create
                    3D wireframe points for each set of x,y znd z values.
                    All values will be promoted to double precision, and
                    values will contain 8 decimal places.
                    Example File:
                    12.125 22.375 281.971654
                    18.50007 27.58976 282.873125
                    20.312005 29.57684 284.11123
                    22 30 285
     Compile command:
            Program should compile on any ANSI_C compatible compiler.
            cc -v 3dpoint.c -o 3dpoint
    Test Compiled On:
            IRIX 4.0.5c
            IRIX 5.2
            Solaris 2.0
            Sunos 5.0
            DOS 6.2 (Borland C 3.1)
     Revision History:
            02-17-95 New, written for Ideas MS 1.3c T.Parker
            05-22-96 Updated/Tested with MS2.1 T.Parker
      NOTE: This program is provided as freeware, and the author may not
            be held responsible for any losses or damages resulting in it's
            use. Please notify the author of any enhancements or problems
            found in the code. The author would also be interested in helping
            or participating in other related Ideas programming tasks. Send
            E-mail if you have are working on a project that you wish to
            share, or are having trouble solving.
_________________________________________________________________________
*/
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#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <time.h>

main()
 {
    char buffer[60], bufout[60];     /* String buffers for file names */
    /* int colr; */                       /* Ideas Color for points */
    FILE *infile, *outfile;          /* Input data file and output program file */
    double pntx, pnty, pntz;         /* Point Coordinates */
    int pnt_count, status;           /* Point counter, and read status */
    time_t runtime;                  /* Date and time of program run */

    printf( "          ********************************************\n");
    printf( "                      3DPOINT \n");
    printf( "          ********************************************\n");
    printf( "           Version: 2.1     Released: 22-MAY-1996\n");
    printf( "           Program to create 3D wireframe points\n");
    printf( "           in Ideas MS 2.1. See 3dpoint.doc for\n");
    printf( "           for detailed information.\n");
    printf( "           Programmer: Tony Parker\n");
    printf( "                       Fermilab\n");
    printf( "                       Phone: 708-840-4476\n");
    printf( "                       E-mail: parker@adms20.fnal.gov\n");
    printf( "                               awparker@fnal.fnal.gov\n\n");
    printf( "\n\n          Enter input data file name  : " );
    gets( buffer );
    printf( "\n" );
    if( (infile = fopen( buffer, "r" )) == NULL )
    {
        perror( " ERROR-%%- Can't open input file" );
        exit( 1 );

    }
    printf( "\n          Enter New Ideas program file name (XXXX.prg) : " );
    gets( bufout );
    if( (outfile = fopen( bufout, "w" )) == NULL )
    {
        perror( " ERROR-%%- Can't open output file " );
        exit( 2 );
    }
    time(&runtime);
    fprintf(outfile,"C : -------------------------------------------------\n");
    fprintf(outfile,"C : Ideas program file generated by 3dpoint.c\n");
    fprintf(outfile,"C : Tony Parker 22-MAY-1996 708-840-4476\n");
    fprintf(outfile,"C : Fermilab E-mail: parker@adms20.fnal.gov\n");
    fprintf(outfile,"C : Will generate 3D wireframe points in Ideas MS 2.1\n");
    fprintf(outfile,"C : Run Date: %s", ctime(&runtime));
    fprintf(outfile,"C : Input File: %s\n", buffer);
    fprintf(outfile,"C : -------------------------------------------------\n");
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    fprintf(outfile,"C : --- Go to the Design, Master Modeler Task\n");
    fprintf(outfile,"K : $ $ $ /TAsk xx DE\n");
    fprintf(outfile,"K : $ $ $ /ta MM\n");
    fprintf(outfile,"C : --- Make sure menu Mnemonics are on\n");
    fprintf(outfile,"K : $ mpos :;\n");
    fprintf(outfile,"K : /Options Preferences P 1; ; ME ON; T A; MN ON; Okay; Okay\n");
    fprintf(outfile,"K : $ mpos :;\n");
    fprintf(outfile,"C : --- Turn form display switch off\n");
    fprintf(outfile,"K : /Options Preferences P 2; ; FD OFf; Okay; Okay\n");
    fprintf(outfile,"C : --- Turn off Menu Display echoing\n");
    fprintf(outfile,"K : #ECHO NONE\n");
    /* Defaults to currently set units, to change uncomment the following */
    /* 2 lines, and set the unit value as desired. Could add user prompt. */
    /*fprintf(outfile,"K : $ mpos :; /O U U\n"); */
    /*fprintf(outfile,"K : MM\n");*/     /* MM Millimeters shown */
    /* NOTE: */
    /* I haven't been able to discover how to set defaults for new point colors */
    /* so the next lines are commented out. All I can find is Modify Point color */
    /* which would require setting the created point labels and then mofifiying only */
    /* the new points. This could be done, but looks like later. */
    /* Set the default point color */
    /*printf("\n\n   Select the desired color for points\n\n"); */
    /*printf("   0.) Black        5.) Dark Olive     10.) Orange       15.) White\n"); */
    /*printf("   1.) Blue         6.) Dark Green     11.) Red     \n");*/
    /*printf("   2.) Gray Blue    7.) Green          12.) Magenta \n");*/
    /*printf("   3.) Light Blue   8.) Yellow         13.) Light Magenta \n");*/
    /*printf("   4.) Cyan         9.) Golden Orange  14.) Pink    \n\n");*/
    /*printf("          Select Color number : ");*/
    /*scanf( "%i", &colr);*/
    /*printf("\n");*/
    fflush( stdin );
    /*fprintf(outfile,"K : %i\n", colr);*/
    fprintf(outfile,"C : --- Get into the point command, Key in values\n");
    fprintf(outfile,"K : $ /cr m3 p\n");
    fprintf(outfile,"K : KEY\n");
    fprintf(outfile,"C : --- Print the X Y Z Values\n");
    pnt_count = 1;
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    /* Read in point coordinates start and end of pipe  */
    do
      {
        status = fscanf(infile, " %lf %lf %lf\n", &pntx, &pnty, &pntz);
        if( status != 3 )
        {
          printf("   ERROR-%%- Invalid Data File Line\n");
          printf("   End of valid file data found on line %d\n", pnt_count);
          printf("   Correct the data file and try again\n");
          exit( 3 );
        }
        fprintf(outfile,"K : %-.8lf,%-.8lf,%-.8lf\n", pntx, pnty, pntz);
        pnt_count ++;
      }while( feof(infile) == 0);

 fprintf(outfile,"C : --- Done creating points\n");
 fprintf(outfile,"K : DON\n");
 fprintf(outfile,"K : $ mpos :;\n");
 fprintf(outfile,"C : --- Turn form display switch on\n");
 fprintf(outfile,"K : /Options Preferences P 2; ; FD ON; Okay; Okay\n");
 fprintf(outfile,"C : --- Turn on Menu Display\n");
 fprintf(outfile,"K : #ECHO ALL\n");
 fprintf(outfile,"C : --- End the program\n");
 fprintf(outfile,"E : END\n");
 fclose(infile);
 fclose(outfile);
 fflush( stdin );
 printf("\n\n\t\t PROGRAM FINISHED\n");
 printf("\t\t Created new program file : %s\n", bufout );
 printf("\t\t Will create %d 3D Wireframe Points\n", (pnt_count - 1));
 exit(4);
 return 0;
 }
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Appendix 17 Program example of TRANSFORM.F

To run this program, just run the executable file that was received when compiling the program
TRANSFORM.F and its subroutines. In this work “The Sun WorkShop Compiler FORTRAN
77 (f77) 5.0” is used, this gives a executable file named “a.out” after compiling. Below a
example of the program when it is executed is shown. The Bold text is the input the user have
to give.

“
Specify indata file:

info.dat

 Specify a name for the output file
 for visualizing in I-DEAS:

output

 Is it a open or a closed curve
 that is to be modelled? Answer with: op or cl

op

 Specify the tolerance when two points are considered
 to overlap each other.
 As a rule, set the tolerance to half of the nominal
 distance between the points.
 For example if the nominal length between the points
 is 1mm, chose 0.5 as the value of the tolerance.

.5

 Specify the angle between the arc and the plane that
 the weld path and the semi curve spans. The angle
 is defined counter clock wise when looking in the
 welding direction

30
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    ****************************************
    ***          TRANSFORM ***
    ****************************************
    * *
    * *
    *  100 points is read from the file: *
    *  info.dat *
    * *
    *  The total length of the curve is *
    *  158.5mm *
    * *
    *  0 points lies with in the tolerance *
    *  when the tolerance is set to 0.50mm *
    * *
    * *
    *  Consequently   50 points is written *
    *  to the file: alcommon *
    * *
    *  And  100 points is written to the *
    *  file: output *
    *  to be visualized in I-DEAS *
    * *
    * *
    ****************************************
    ****************************************
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Appendix 18 Manual for creating a weld path along a plane plate

In this example a complete description of the whole procedure of creating a weld path along a
plane plate is presented. Creating the weld path is quite software dependent, in this manual the
solid modeler I-DEAS is used to generate the welding path. Though it should not be difficult to
generate this path in any other CAD-program.

1. Start I-DEAS and create or import your geometry.

2. Create or use an existing curve who represents the weld path.

3. To be able to define a local coordinate system in each point, another curve must be added, a
“semi curve”. The semi curve can be generated as a “offset” or a “copied” curve or it can be
a existing curve. In this case a existing curve is used namely one of the edge of the plate, see
figure 1.

w

u

v

Semi curve

Weld path

1

2

Start point

Welding direction

Figure 1. Plane plate with the weld path and the semi curve.
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4. When generating the points on the curves it is important to select them in a certain order.
Use the command “points on curve” and select the point (1) in figure 1, this will be the weld
path. This selection will also set the start point and the direction for the simulation. The start
point will be as in the figure, since point (1) is closer to that end of the curve than it is to the
other end of the curve. It is also important that the startpoints for the weld path and the semi
curve, point (1) and point (2), corresponds to each other, since they will define the local
coordinate system.

5. Use the option “number of points” to get equal number of points on both curves.

This option will also distribute the points equally on the curve. The distance between the
points are also listed in the shaded box.

When choosing the number of points on the welding path, there are mainly tree criterions, or
guide lines, to follow.

6. First a more general guide, saying that the number of points should be set so that the incre-
ment length between two points is about ~0.5mm.

7. Another criteria for the increment length are the curvature of the welding path, see figure 2.
As can be seen in the figure, the number of points and the maximum allowed deviation, d,
depends on each other. Though if a curve has a few sharp corners with small bending radii,
sectioning the curves at these points can be preferable to reduce the total number of points
see appendix 21 Sectioning of curve for details. If the welding path is relatively smooth and
there is no sharp corners, decreasing the increment length over the whole weld path doesn’t
affect the CPU-time much. On the other hand it will not affect the result much either, which
leads to the third criterion.
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8. The number of time stepping increments in the FEM program. There is no reason to use
more points on the welding path than the number of time increments that are used in the
FEM program.

9. Repeat step 4 and 5 when generating the points on the semi curve. The result when twenty
points is chosen as “Number of Points” should look like this.

10.To save the points coordinates to file, first set the option so that the info is written to file
and not only listed on the screen. This is made by using the command “info options” that
can be found under the icon “info”.

d

Figure 2. Deviation form the welding path.

++++++++++++++++++++

++++++++++++++++++++
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11.Activate the button “write to file” and then choose a name for the file.

12.Select the command “info”.

13.Pick one of the points and then click on the right mouse button to select the option “all” and
then “done”.

14.Now I-DEAS will write the information about the points to the file “info.dat”. An example
of a info.dat file can be found in appendix 3 Data file “info.dat”.

This was the last step in “creating a weld path along a plane plate”. The next step in the
simulation process is to use the program “TRANSFORM.F”. This program will remove the
unused information and do a number of calculations. An example of running the program can
be found in appendix 17 Program example of TRANSFORM.F. This will give the user a new
data file, see appendix 4 Data file “alcommon” for an example, that contain the points
coordinates. This step with the separate program could with advantage be integrated in the user
subroutines of the FEM program in the future. Integration would not only reduce the number of
interfaces, it would also reduce the reading/writing to file, since the calculations and the
utilizing of the data would proceed in one single program. The process of reading and writing
to file is a very slow process compared to using the RAM memory.
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Appendix 19 Manual for creating a weld path around a pipe

In the following the method for creating a weld path for a spiral weld around a pipe is presented.
1. Create the pipe
2. Generate the weld path. This can be done by revolving a rectangle along the same centerline

as the pipe with an offset, see figure 1. The reason why a rectangle that cuts the outer diam-
eter of the pipe was chosen is because it can be used to generate the “semi curve“ that is
needed to span the local coordinate system.

3. Create a reference plane that divides the pipe, see figure 2. Use for example the option “axis
planes” and there after ”pick point” to place the reference plane.

4. Use the command “sketch in place” and select the reference plane.

5. Select the command “polylines”

6. Right click and chose the option “focus”, pick the curve (1) in figure 2. This will project the
curve down to the reference plane.

Figure 1. Pipe, welding path and the assembly.

..

*

*

1

3
2

Reference plane

Figure 2. Reference plane and focus operation on pipe.
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7. Right click again and chose the option “intersect” and pick the curve (2) in figure 2. This
will generate a point where the curve intersects with the reference plane. Repeat this step
but use the curve (3) instead.

8. Now use the generated points and curve to sketch a rectangle as in figure 2. The navigator in
I-DEAS will snap to the intersection points and find parallel and ortogonal constraints.

9. The weld path is now to be revolved around the pipe. Pick the rectangle as revolving curve
and the axis of the pipe as the axis to revolve about.

10.The number of revelation around the pipe is multiplied by 360. Use the option “new
part”,then click on the “options...” icon.

11.A new prompt will now appear. Mark the “Translation along axis” button and enter the
length of the translation. The length is the same length as for the pipe. Then click on the
“pick axis” icon and select the center line of the pipe.

12.If I-DEAS fails to create the weld path, do the steps 1-10 again. In the last step be sure to
click on the “new part” button again. That is, the last thing before click “OK” click on the
“new part” button.
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13.When generating the discrete points on the curves, see figure 3, it is important to begin with
the curve that is to bee the welding path. Use the command “points on curve” and select the
welding path, this will set the start point and the direction for the simulation. Use the option
“number of points” to get equal number of points on the corresponding curves. Repeat the
procedure to add points on the semi curve.

14.Now it is only to save the points coordinates to file, see appendix 18 Manual for creating a
weld path along a plane plate.

Picked start point

Start point
of welding

Weld direction

Welding path

Semi curve

Figure 3. Welding path and semi curve.
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Appendix 20 Manual for creating a weld path for a T-pipe

The two pipes that formes the T-pipe has two visible “cutting edges”, curve 1 and curve 2, see
figure 1.

The two cutting edges forms the base for the surface that will give the semi curve i this example.
The idea of creating a surface based on the cutting edges are that the angle between the two
pipes and the surface/semi curve are held proportional, see figure 2. A step by step description
for creating the surface and the points on the curve are presented below:

1. Import or create the geometry.

2. Select the command “sketch in place”.

• Hold right mouse-button down.

• Chose “sketch on path”.
• Pick curve 2, see figure 1.
• Click again on curve 2, this will be the point 1.

3. Select the command “polylines”.

• Pick the start point at the point 1, in figure 1.
• Hold right mouse-button down.

....

.

.

.

.

+

*

*

1
2

3

Curve 1

Curve 2

Figure 1. T-pipe with the “cutting edges” magnified.
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• Chose the option “intersect”.
• Pick curve 1, see figure 1.
• Pick point 2 in figure 1 as endpoint.
• Continue with the line, when the first line is highlighted the second line is tantgential to the

first.

4. Add a dimension between the points 2 and 3.

• Modify the dimension to a suitable value, for example 10mm.

5. To create a surface use the command “sweep”.

• Hold right mouse-button down first to change a option.

• Chose “Sweep Options”.
• Activate the option “Use Cross-Sections in Place”
• Pick the path curve, curve 1.
• Confirm with done on the question “Pick Edge (Done)”

• Pick the line between the points 2 and 3, on the question “Select Cross Section”.
• Confirm the rest of the questions until this prompt is shown.

• Be sure that the “New Part” option is activated.
• OK
• Name the new part with the command “Name Parts”.

6. In step 5 only a partial surface was created. In this step the whole surface will be created.
• Use the command “sweep” again to create the whole surface.

• Pick the path curve, curve 1.
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• Confirm with done on the question “Pick Edge (Done)”

• Pick the “Cross-section Curve” of the surface, see figure 2.

• Confirm with done on the question “Pick Edge (Done)”

• Confirm with done on the question “Pick Cross-section Curve (Done)”

• I the following prompt activate the option “Add”, this means that the new surface will be
joined with the T-pipe.

7. Finally the surface that was created in step 5 should be deleted.
• Open the “Manage bin”

• Select the part created in step 5, in this example “delkurva”.
• Delete it with the delete icon, the one with the circle around it at the lower right corner in

the prompt below.

• Dismiss.

Cross-section curve

Figure 2. T-pipe with cross-section curve.
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8. The result should be as in figure 3. A T-pipe with a “collar” around it.

9. Add the points on the curves and save them to file as in appendix 18 Manual for creating a
weld path along a plane plate.

figure 3. The T-pipe with the semi curve modelled as a surface.
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Appendix 21 Sectioning of curve

When generating the points on the curves, the curves can be sectioned but it must be a
symmetrical sectioning, see figure 1. When picking the curves it is important that the curves are
picked in flow. In figure 1 the start point for the weld path is set at section 1 and on the “right
hand side” of the midpoint of the curve. This means that the next curve to select is “Section 2”
and be ware of which side of the “curve midpoint” the curve is selected at, it should be as in
figure 1. Finally the last section is to be selected, “Section 3”, and there is also here a “dot” in
the figure to guide were to pick the curve. For selecting the semi curve, just follow the same
path as above.

Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

OK!

Secti
on 1.a

Section 1.b

Section 2.a

Section 2.b

Section 3.a

Section 3.b

NOT OK!

Figure 1. Description of acceptable and not acceptable sectioning of curves.

Start point


